IDOL SWIM MEET FASHION SHOW AUDITION ....?

THIS AUDITION'S NOT CALM AT ALL, IS IT!!

IT SEEMS LIKE WE'LL BE SWIMMING A BIT AS FAN SERVICE....

I THOUGHT IT WAS GOING TO BE A NORMAL SWIMSUIT FASHION SHOW BUT....

...RAN, CAN YOU SWIM?

IT'S NOT LIKE WE'LL BE COMPETING WITH SPEED OR ANYTHING

IT SHOULD BE FINE IF I CAN JUST DO THE BREAST-STROKE, RIGHT?
...I MEAN

DOING BREAST STROKES WOULD BE SWIMMING LIKE A FROG....

THAT'S NOT ACCEPTABLE...!!

...YOU'RE A SPICY AGEHA SO...

YOU HAVE TO BE A BUTTERFLY....!!
As it just so happens to be, I am the best of the best when it comes to the butterfly stroke!

It's a method of swimming evolved from the breast stroke and the movements appear similar to a butterfly taking flight, hence its name by "butterfly" she basically means the butterfly stroke.

I wouldn't not mind not specially teaching you!!

Even if you say that... it's pretty hard to do, you know.

A vampire being good at the butterfly stroke sounds kind of weird.

Now that that's been decided, let's get to training right away!

I want to see it too! That's rare!

...I guess we'll come later.

Hey.

I still haven't even...
...It's just us two so there's really no reason to be so embarrassed, is there?

N-no way! No way! No way...

There's no way I can do that!!

W... what should I do? Since she said that... should I take off my mantle...? But if I did that she'll see me completely naked...

U-vampires don't show their bare skin to people that easily...!!

I-is that so...

You dropped the bottom half.
I look like an idiot being the only one with my heart pounding like this.

BA-DUMP

...HMP

I-it's nothing...

BA-DUMP

WAHAT IS IT, YURIKA?

BA-DUMP
ALRIGHT, LET'S GET STARTED!
Your skin's so white and beautiful.

Is it because you avoid sunlight?

No, uhmm...

The clothes from Lolita Gothic don't show much skin, so how you'd look in a swimsuit had me curious...

What are you saying all of a sudden...

W-w-w-

Like your stomach and stuff...

A-and uhmm...

Eh...?

Thanks
I was happy when you told me

I needed to be a butterfly.

...Ran, you idiot...

...This is kind of making me blush.

O-of course, to me, you're my rival, a companion, and...

...M-my best friend... so...
I-it wasn't nothing, okay...!!

A-ah... R-right...

Right, the special training...! We're going to start the training, Ran...!

I get the feeling I missed a rare scene...
Alright then, get ready...

Dive all at once, Start!!

And now every member has arrived at their starting position!

THE DAY OF THE AUDITION
WHAT DO WE HAVE HERE? THERE'S A MEMBER APART FROM THE REST PUSHING FORWARD AT BREATHEKNECK SPEED!!

AND IT'S NONE OTHER THAN... SHIBUKI RAN!!

IT'S THE BEAUTIFUL BLADE, SHIBUKI RAN!!

OH!! SHE'S Shouting SOMETHING WHEN SHE COMES UP TO TAKE A BREATH!! WHAT IS THIS...!?!

Oooh!!? A...

SPECIAL APPEAL!!... BUTTERFLY FLIP...!!
IT DIDN'T WORK OUT

YOU WERE SO COOL, RAN-TAN~!

BUT RAN, YOU GOT FIRST PLACE! AMAZING!!

THE WAY YOU DID YOUR APPEAL WAS PRETTY STRANGE...

WHAT ARE YOU TALKING ABOUT~?

WHAT IS IT, WHAT IS IT~?

I-IT'S NOTHING

IF YOU KEEP ASKING, I'M GOING TO SUCK YOUR BLOOD...

THIS ISN'T CALM AT ALL!!

...THE AUDITION MIGHT NOT HAVE WORKED OUT

BUT THE BUTTERFLY RAN IS ALWAYS NUMBER ONE FOR ME...
お誂えありがとうごさいました。
おまえ！
I CAN SLEEP REALLY SOUNDLY ACTUALLY. YOU CAN TRY GOING IN ONCE IF YOU WANT, RAN.

DON'T YOU GET TIRED OF ALWAYS SLEEPING IN A COFFIN...?

WHAI!?

I IT'S DARK AND NARROW AND SCARY...
AND IT REEKS OF GARLIC A BIT...

IS THIS... R-RAN'S SCENT...?
AH... AAAH...

EVEN THOUGH THIS PLACE IS SO RELAXING...

...WAIT, WHAT?

LIKE I THOUGHT, A COFFIN'S PROBABLY NOT GOOD FOR YOU AFTER ALL, RIGHT...?

I... I DIDN'T GET MUCH SLEEP...

SWAY

THE NEXT DAY
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